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Abstract
This is an extended abstract from a paper published at CICLing 2019 [1].
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1. Extended Abstract

Humor is the way to provoke laughter and comes in different flavors. In this paper we only
consider the understanding of one of them: the satire type of humor. According to Cambridge
dictionary, satire is “a way of criticizing people or ideas in a humorous way, especially in order
to make a political point, or a piece of writing that uses this style”. Moreover, satire often
consists of reproducing a slightly exaggerated version of the criticized object, which makes the
distinction between news (fake or trusted) and satire more difficult.

Due to the rise of fake news detection research topics, satire is becoming a type of humor
often considered by Natural Language Processing or Information Retrieval researchers. At first,
satire detection from trusted news only was done using classic classification methods mixing
SVMs, feature scaling and different lexical and semantic feature types, focusing on semantic
validity [2]. Satire has also been considered as harmful as hoaxes if the context is not provided,
hence it has been categorized as a part of humorous fakes [3]. The satire detection is often done
using tweets labeled by Twitter accounts’ reliability [2, 4, 5]. This approach was used for satire
detection in Spanish written tweets using multiple features such as sentiment and WordNet
Spanish [6] to capture synonyms and ambiguity [4]. Satire detection was also done in tweets
along with suspicious news, hoaxes, click bait and propaganda, yielding to the satire tweets
being the most different from hoaxes and propaganda and containing more bias markers than
propaganda and fake news. Moreover, while classifying them, syntax and grammar features
have little effect on the model’s performance [5]. More recent works used CNN [7] and attentive
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Bi-Directional GRU [8] or attention mechanism [9] over linguistic features to detect satirical
Fake News [10, 11], using a True versus Satire news classification data set [11]. The comparison
of several supervised algorithms for Fake News detection including satire has been done using
BuzzFeed political news data set and yielded the best results using a decision tree algorithm
[12]. In this paper published at CICLing 2019 [1], we focused on detecting Satire, Trusted and
Fake News altogether while varying multiple features types.

Our approach is multilingual considering French and English as one using news articles,
transcribed YouTube videos, and related metadata, all dedicated on vaccination topics and
provided by the company Storyzy1 specialized in Fake News detection. In this data set, the
satire news and the multi-modal sources creates a noisy context for Fake News detection by
considering this classification task a multi-class one. We consider this classification task by
mixing corpus exploration strategies to obtain features, with supervised learning strategies.
Corpus exploration by text resemblance and domain type detection. Text resemblance score
is a similarity ratio considered to give additional hints about the differences between Satire,
Trusted and Fake News. Domain type detection is a matching comparison using a list of famous
websites tagged as Trusted, Fake or Satire. Both text resemblance and domain type detection
were computed on a web snapshot using the chatNoir API [13].
Supervised learning. We conducted multi-class classification experiments by mixing previous
corpus exploration features with common data representations from simple TF-IDF vectors to
word embeddings and sub-word embeddings. These representations are then fed to several
types of classifiers: kernel based (SVM), decision tree based (LGBM) and neural network (CNN).
We obtained the highest macro F1-scores and the best satire detection while using the LGBM
classifier which preludes the same conclusion obtained one year later by Osbay et al. [12].

The main contribution of this work is the balance we obtained in the multi-class classification
task while obtaining high scores on the satire class despite the data set being very unbalanced
and the satire news under represented. Because we compare multiple approaches to detect not
only Satire News, but also, at the time and with the same model, Fake News and Trusted News,
this work is still relevant in regards to today’s literature. Moreover, trying to maximize the
overall classification quality over focusing on one specific task goes in the opposite direction to
most related work considering satire detection. Our approach by feature stacking shows the
opposite conclusion compared to Burfoot et al. [2] as scaling did not help but naive stacking did.
We consider stacking as voluntary inducing redundancy in data representation to better help
the classifier. This still shows limits regarding the high dimensional representation for each
entry. However, LBGM being a decision tree based algorithm, feature importance score can
help reduce the dimension to scale the experiment.
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